
 
 

D A Y		T R I P P E R		H A C K  V E S T 

SIZES: XS-5XL  
SIZE XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 
Flat 
Width 

58 60 64 66 68 72 74 78 82 

Border 
Rounds 

1 2 4 5 6 8 9 11 13 

 
EASE: Oversized/ Loose fit  
 
KEY: UK Pattern 
CH = Chain 
Sp = Space 
St = Stitch  
SS = Slip Stitch 
DC = Double Crochet 
TR= Treble 
HTR= Half Treble 
DTR= Double Treble 
CL= Cluster (3TR) 
RS= Right Side 
WS= Wrong Side 
(..)= Worked into the same stitch/gap 
*...* = Repeat instructions between 

 
 

Pattern uses 1 Ball of each colour from CAL  
Sirdar/ Hayfield Bonus 100g Balls (8 colours)

 
Pattern designed by Katie Jones for personal use only and not to be copied or used commercially for garments 
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PATTERN 
 
This Vest pattern is a wearable Hack of the 
CAL I collaborated with Sirdar on! To make 
your Day Tripper CAL vest hack you will need 
to download or watch along with the Sirdar 
CAL patterns and Videos for your motifs. 
These can be found through my blog or at 
www.Sirdar.com. This pattern is just for the 
Garment construction. 
 
BODY PANELS  
 
For cropped length of the vest make 2 
panels following the CAL instructions. 
Join your motifs together in the blocks 
pictured below and edge in one round of DC. 
 

 
 
For a longer make, create 2 of the CAL 
blocks (half the total motifs needed for the 
blanket). 
 
If you wish to make a cardigan do not join 
your motifs along the central seam of your 
front panel, to create 3 panels in total.  

 
SHOULDER INFILL  
 

 
 
REPEAT: Mirror on both sides of panel 
  
ROW 1: In Pistachio, Join in top edge corner 
CH Sp, CH3, TR2 into same CH Sp, (miss 2, 
TR3 into next St) X 9, miss 2, TR1 into next 
St 
ROW 2: Turn, CH 3, miss first TR and CL, 
TR3 into next CL gap, (TR3 into the next CL 
gap) X 8, TR into the 3rd CH of row below. 
Fasten Off 
ROW 3: Join in Cupid, CH4, DTR into same 
next St, DTR across row (28sts in total), 
Fasten Off 
 
NECK LINE 
 

 
  
Work across entire top edge  
 
ROW 4: Join in White at top right hand 
edge. (CH3, TR2 into same St), (Miss 2, TR3 
into same St) X 8, CH2, 3TR into same ST, 
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miss DTR post, 3TR into 3rd chain in ROW 2, 
3TR into the top of the last TR in Row 1, 
miss TR post and 1st St on body panel,(miss 
2, 3TR into next St) X6, 3TR into the top of 
the last TR in Row 1, 3TR into 3rd chain in 
ROW 2, miss DTR post, (3TR, CH2, 3TR) into 
the corner stitch of Row 3, (miss 2, 3TR into 
next St) X9, Fasten off 
 
CARDIGAN OPTION- If wanting to make a 
cardigan for ROW 4 work your way across 
the front panel and turn and follow stitch 
pattern down front center. 
Omit the Neck rib and after you have added 
your sizing rows finish off with a few rows 
of DC along the center and round the neck 
to finish off instead.  
When adding your Border sizing Rows work 
from the front center to front center. 
 
 
 

 
 
JOIN: Join front and back together on 
shoulder seams by DC, Join into each ST on 
the WS to create one large body panel.  
 
 
 

NECK RIB 
 

 
 
FOUNDATION: Join Royal in a DC join in the 
St at the join on the right hand side of the 
neck.  
CH5, +1 turning chain 
ROW 1: Miss 1 (turning CH), DC5 along CH, 
DC anchor into the next St along the neck, 
DC into the next neck St 
ROW 2: Turn, miss 2 (both neck DC), BLDC 
(DC into the back of St) into the next 5 Sts 
ROW 3: Turn, CH1, BLDC 5, DC anchor into 
the neck St, DC into next St along neck  
ROW 4: Repeat ROWS 2 & 3 until you reach 
round to the last St of neck. 
 
JOIN: On WS join by DC, going through first 
and last row into each St. Fasten Off

 
 

 
 
OUTER BORDER SIZING 
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The border is where we now size this design. 
The border is worked in Trebles into the 
stitch- this is not the same as the blanket 
border which are worked in between 
stitches. The reason for this is it gives a 
tighter denser edge. 
 
Work rounds in colour pattern of choice, I 
have used the boarder colours.  
Change colours as desired. 
 

 
 
BORDER ROUND 1 (SIZE XS): Join in any 
corner Ch-Sp, (CH5, TR, CH2, 2TR) into the 
corner St, *TR into each St along edge, (2TR, 
CH2, TR2) into corner St* Repeat on all sides 
till last st. When working over the shoulder 
stitches, evenly work Trebles over the posts 
of rows. To finish round, SlSt join into the 
3rd CH, Fasten off (or if continuing in same 
colour, CH3 , work 1TR into each stitch and 
follow corner increase pattern 
 
SIZE S- Repeat Round 1 once more 
SIZE M - Repeat Round , 3 times 
SIZE L - Repeat Round, 4 times 
SIZE XL - Repeat Round, 5 times 
SIZE 2XL- Repeat Round, 7 times 
SIZE 3XL- Repeat Round, 8 times 
SIZE 4XL- Repeat Round, 10 times 
SIZE 5XL- Repeat Round, 12 times 
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ARM HOLE 
 
JOIN -Fold RS together, Join with DC join 
DC join in corner CH Sp through both sides, 
DC along edge till desired depth of arm hole. 
 
I wanted a deep arm hole so have joined 
from the bottom up, to the depth of one of 
the smaller squares in the blocks. 
 
Fasten off and repeat on the other side 
 
FRILL Repeat on each side 
 

 
 
If wanting to create arm frills follow the 
instructions: 
 
ROUND 1: In Royal, join in with a DC at 
under arm stitch, DC into each St, SlSt join 
into the first DC to complete round. 
ROUND 2: CH4, 2DTR into the same ST, 
3DTR into each St of round, SlSt join into the 
4th CH to complete round. 
ROUND 3: CH3, TR into each St of round, 
SlSt join into the 3rd CH, Fasten off 
 
SEW IN ENDS 
 

 
 
 
 
…WANTING SLEEVES? 
 
If you would rather turn your vest into a Tee 
design or give it longer sleeves. Miss out the 
Frill and you can carry on working in TR 
stripes to create straight sleeves or why not 
make 2 large extended granny squares which 
you can fold in half for the sleeves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WOOOHOOOO you have created your Day 
Tripper CAL Hack- now go ant match your 
picnic blanket in style!! 
 
 

 
 
Remember to share and tag 
your makes @KKATIEJONESKNIT 
@KNITSIRDAR AND USE 
#MIYKATIEJONES  

 


